HEARING OFFICER, CAREER SERVICE BOARD
CITY AND COUNTY OF DENVER, COLORADO
Appeal No. 04-15

DECISION MODIFYING INVOLUNTARY TEMPORARY REDUCTION IN PAY
TO A WRITTEN REPRIMAND

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL OF:

JAMES STIGALL, Appellant.
vs.

DENVER GENERAL SERVICES • FACILITIES MANAGEMENT,
and the City and County of Denver, a municipal corporation, Agency.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Appellant, James Stigall, appeals his 13-pay period Involuntary reduction in
pay, assessed by his employer, the Facilities Management Division of Denver General
Services (Agency), on January 16, 2015, for alleged vlolatlons of specified Career
Service Rules and Agency regulations. A hearing concerning this appeal was
conducted by Bruce A. Plotkin, Hearing Officer, on August 12 and 13, 2015. The
Agency was represented by Rick Stubbs, Assistant City Attorney, while the Appellant
was represented by non-attorney representative Maureen Stlgall. 1 Agency exhibits 1,
2, 4, 5, and 10 through 21 were admitted. Appellant' exhibits C, D, G through K. and
M were admitted. The following witnesses testified for the Agency: the Appellant;
Leroy Lemos; Kevin O'Neil; Anne Carter; Tony Rios, and James Williamson. The
Appellant presented the following additlonal witnesses: R.2, Ron Strasheim, and John
Valenzuela.

II. ISSUES
The following issues were presented for appeal:
A. whether the Appellant violated any of the following Career Service Rules (CSR): 1660 B; 16-60 J; 16-60 K. as it relates to Appellant's 2013-2014 PEP; 16-60 L. as It relates to
the Agency's Fiscal Accountability Rule 10.13 and its Facilities Management
Administrative Policies governing the granting of leave; and CSR 16-60 0.

.mu

' Before hearing. the represcnt:uivc was 4ucstione<l concerning hercompctcn<.:e to represent Appellant
was <leemc<l
qualitic<l to represent Appcllalll in this mailer. See In re Brt.-cdcn. CSA I IO-(M (Order 9/22/04): In re Garcia, CSA 55 -04
(Or<lcr 8-9-04 ): In re Freeman. CSA I :\4-04 (Order. October 2004).
• The name is re<la<.:lcll throughout this Decision for medical pri vacy.
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B. if the AppeUont violated any of the aforementioned Career SeNice Rules, whether
the Agency's decision to reduce his pay involuntarily for 13 pay periods conformed to
the purposes of discipline under CSR 16-20.
Ill. FINDINGS

The Appellant. James Stigall. hos been a City employee since 1990. He was
promoted to custodial supeNisor in 1999. As custodial supeNisor. his duties include
the coordination of custodial workers in public office buildings and grounds,
evaluation of staff performance, and approving their schedules and hours. The
following ore my findings regarding the seven discrete Incidents which formed the
basis of the Agency's decision to discipline Stigall in the present case.
1.
Too old. In October 2014, the Agency sought to fill a vacant position.
Stigall's supeNisor, Leroy Lemos, sent an email to Stigall asking to discuss the finalists.
and named one of the finalists who Stigall knew. Stigall replied to Lemos and to
another custodial supeNisor, Tony Rios, "Copy that. Lopez too old, in my opinion."
(Exhibit 20).
2.
Valenzuela's car. In 2012, custodial supeNisor Rios3 issued a
memorandum to all custodians to limit moving their cars to authorized breaks. (See
Exhibit 15). In July 2014, John Valenzuela, a custodian under Stigall's supeNision, left
work to move his car at 2:00 p.m. He did not tell Stigall he was leaving. While moving
his car, Valenzuela was involved in a car accident. He told Stigall. who prepared a
report about the incident the same day. (Exhibit I). At the time Valenzuela left to
move his car, he was not on an authorized break. (Stigall testimony). Stigall did not
take any action against Valenzuela. acknowledging "it was an oversight on my part."
(Stigall testimony; (Exhibit 11 @ 1900-1905; 2110). Valenzuela was aware of the
previous directive from Rios. (Valenzuela testimony).
3.
R's medical condition. In 2014 the Agency created a new shift for
custodians to seNe Police Department custodial needs. Agency management.
including Stigall. met to discuss staffing needs for the new shift. (Exhibit 19) . During the
meeting, Kevin O'Neil, Facilities Management Administrative Officer, instructed
supeNisors, including Stigall. that the new shift should be filled first by volunteers. then
by seniority and according to past disciplinary actions or lack thereof. (Exhibit 19;
Stigall testimony). Stigall prepared a list of potential candidates for the new shift.
(Exhibit 21). In his list. Stigall noted R.'s medical condition as well as noting needs of
other employees.
In May 2014 another meeting was convened for line supeNisors to present their
first draft of custodians to fill the new shift. Stigall's suggestions included a
subordinate, R. Stigall had asked R. if she wanted to work the new shift. R. answered
"whatever." and added her medical condition might decrease her availability on the
Ri11~ ha ~·olkague .mJ .11lhc ,ame lc\d of , upcn i,ory a111h11ri1y .1s S1igall. While 1ho.:y supervise Jilforenl ,us1mlian~. lho.:y
may is,uc orJcr, 10 1he ~:unc ~uhordin.111.:s in the ah~c1Kc or. or in ,1JJition Ill. the 01her.
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new shift. (Stigall testimony; Exhibit 11).
Since Stigall had insufficient volunteers to staff the new shift, he assigned R..
based on her "whatever" comment believing she neither volunteered nor objected
to being reassigned. Stigall was aware of R. 's medical condition, and had believed R.
would be better suited to remain on her present shift due to leave needs based on
her medical condition, but he re-assigned her after her "whatever" comment. (Stigall
testimony).
4.
"Directive" not to speak with R. R. complained to Stigall's supervisor,
Leroy Lemos, about being reassigned. Lemos convened a meeting with Stigall, Anne
Corter (Senior Human Resource Professional), and Wilma Springer, the Americans with
Disabilities Coordinator for the Office of Human Resources. During the meeting,
Carter and Lemos stressed the serious nature of mentioning a subordinate·s medical
condition during hiring. They said they would speak with R. about the situation. After
the meeting, Stigall spoke with R. about her concerns in an effort to resolve any
misunderstandings, and memorialized that conversation in an email to R. and to those
present at the meeting.
5.
Strasheim's absences. On November 5, 2012, Stigall issued a
Memorandum of Understanding to his subordinate, Ron Strasheim. (Exhibit 18), to
address leave and attendance issues. Stigall was responsible for approving
Strasheim's leave. In 2014, Strosheim's then-supervisor Rios issued another MOU to
Strasheim on the same subject, and sent a copy to Stigall as co-supervisor. (Exhibit 13).
Both memoranda required Strasheim to submit medical certification of his claimed
sick leave following his history of taking leave on Fridays and Mondays. Strasheim
provided notes from his doctor to Stigall for all his sick-leave absences. Stigall
accepted the documents as valid medical certification under the MOU.
6.
Sloppy reprimand. On September 11, 2014. Stigall issued a verbal
reprimand to a subordinate. John Valenzuela. which he memorialized in writing.
(Exhibit J-4. J-5). The written document contained the wrong name for the employee
in one of four references, and contained numerous strike-outs and additions. as if it
were a "track changes" draft of a Microsoft Word© document.
7.
Well? Stigall's exchange of several emails with an employee in the
accounting division failed to resolve a payroll issue for one of Stigalls' subordinates.
(Stigall testimony). The accounting employee suggested a meeting to resolve the
issue. She emailed again about one week later. stating the issue was still not resolved.
Stigall responded with a single word. "well?" ((Id) .
Following the incidents. above, on December 11, 2014, the Agency delivered a
letter in contemplation of discipline to Stigall. (Exhibit 10). A pre-disciplinary meeting
was held on December 22. 2014. Stigall attended with his representative. The
Agency assessed a temporary reduction in pay of 4.55% for 13 pay periods on
January 16, 2015, becoming effective January 25, 2015 (pay date February 13, 2015).
(Exhibit 1). This appeal followed timely.
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IV. ANALYSIS

A. Jurisdiction and Review
Jurisdiction is proper under CSR § 19-10 A. l .b., as a direct appeal of a temporary
reduction in pay. I am required to conduct a de novo review. meaning to consider
all the evidence as though no previous action had been taken. Turner v. Rossmiller,
532 P.2d 751 (Colo. App. 1975).
B. Burden and Standard of Proof
The Agency retains the burden of persuasion, throughout the case, to prove the
Appellant violated one or more cited sections of the Career Service Rules. and to
prove its decision to reduce Appellant's pay for 13 pay periods complied with the
purpose of discipline under CSR 16-20. The standard by which the Agency must prove
its claims Is by a preponderance of the evidence.
C. Career Service Rule Violations
The Agency claimed this case contains one "large" issue, when Stigall declared
a candidate was too old, and several "smalle,r" Issues, cited above. The Agency
claimed those actions violated the following Career Service Rules.
1. CSR 16"60 B. Carelessness in performance of duties and responsibilities.

Whlle CSR 16-60 A) and CSR 16-60 B), shore similar elements of proof, they are
distinguished In that under 16-60 B., It Is the employee's acts (performance), rather
than her omissions (neglect). which are reviewed. See In re Slmpleman, CSA 31-06. 45 (10/20/06). Thus, a violation under this rule occurs for performing poorly, rather than
neglecting to perform altogether, an Important duty.
Under this rule. the Agency claimed Stlgall was careless In his documentation of
a verbal reprimand of a subordinate on September 11. 2014. (Exhibit 1-5; Williamson
testimony). Stigall failed to notice he used the wrong name in one of four references
to his subordinate In the reprimand. and he was careless in sending a "markupH draft
of the document to his supervisor for approval. Stigall said it was "human error... and
acknowledged his poor proofreading in that incident. Lemos testified the initial draft
of the verbal reprimand Stigall submitted to him was "Illegible ... Correspondence
within the scope of a supervisor's duties that is full of strike-outs, additions, and difficult
to decipher Is a careless performance of duties under CSR 16-60 B. It Is apparent
Stlgall's initial draft, (Exhibit J-1 through J-3) was a "final showing markup" draft that
was exceedingly difficult to decipher. This Incident establishes a violation of CSR 16-60

B.
Lemos testified Stigall was also careless in violation of this rule when he
transferred R. to the new shift because he failed to apply the factors he was ordered
to apply: volunteers first; then by seniority; then by work history. Even if Stigall failed to
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apply those factors, the total failure to apply a directive would not be a violation of
this rule.
James Williamson, the Director of Facilities Management and the decision maker
in this case, testified Stigall was careless for allowlng Valenzuela to leave the work
area outside of break time. Stlgall testified he was unaware Valenzuela had left and.
no evidence established Stigall had a duty to monitor his subordinates· whereabouts
constantly. Thus. no careless performance of such duty is found.
Willlamson also found Stigall was careless because he failed to comply with Rios·
directive two years earlier not to move cars outside of authorized breaks. While the
Agency establlshed Valenzuela moved his car outside his authorized break time. lt
was Valenzuela. not Stigall, who failed to comply with the directive. Whlle Stlgall may
be at fault for failing to enforce or poorly enforcing a policy, WIiiiamson's testimony
speaks to neglect of duty and not a careless appllcatlon of it.
Williamson claimed Stigall was also careless when he allowed Strasheim to "have
too much time off." (Williamson testimony) . That clalm fails to cite a duty and is more
properly addressed under the Fiscal Accountability rules. below. In the absence of a
specified duty. the allegation fails to establish carelessness.
Next. Williamson declared Stigall to be in violation of this rule by writing "well?" ln
his email response to a payroll technician. Williamson explained the comment lacked
professlonallsm. (Willlamson testimony). While that may be true in some general
sense. the accusation lacks identification of a duty. An employee is entitled to
reasonable notice what conduct he is alleged to have engaged in that violates a
specified duty or other authority.
Williamson testified Stigall was "definitely careless" in stating a candidate was
"too old" for an open position. It remained unclear w_hat duty Stigall performed
poorly in making that assessment. Even if a discrimination claim could be stated, the
Agency failed to establish a claim for Stigall's comment under this rule. As stated
elsewhere. on agency may not double its claims by claiming a violation of another
rule Is also a breach of a duty not to breach such rule. In re Mack. CSA 43-12. 8

(3/18/13).
Finally, Williamson found Stigall was careless in using FML as a standard to
reassign R.. and careless in approaching her to inquire about the matter
subsequently. (Exhibit 1-3). When asked directly on cross-examination the basis for his
belief that Stigall considered FML as the basis for his decision to transfer R.. Williamson
replled "we just wouldn't put it in there (the notice of discipline). so there had to be
some fact either from Ms. R.. or Mr. Stigall where a decision was made based on
FMLA." Stigall denied the accusation. and R. testified specifically that Stlgall did not
transfer her based on her FML status. (R. testimony). As stated above. the Agency
may not claim a violation elsewhere and also claim such violation is a poor
performance of that duty under this rule. Mack. CSA 43-12 at 8. This clalm remains
unproven.
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2. CSR 16-60 J. Failing to comply with the lawful orders of an authorized supervisor or
failing to do assigned work which the employee is capable of performing.

Lemos testified that, during a meeting convened on July 23. 2014. he Instructed
Stigall not to talk with R. until the management spoke with R. (Lemos cross-exam).
Stigall Insisted he understood no such directive.
It is unlikely Stigall understood he was ordered not to speak with R.• then emailed
not just R.. but also those who gave him the directive. in essence. to let them know he
lntentlonally disobeyed their just-issued directive. (Exhibit 17-3). Indeed, Stlgall 's email
was consistent with his testimony that he did not perceive he was directed during the
July 23 meeting not to speak with R. While it Is entirely plausible that Carter and Lemos
felt they gave a clear directive to Stigall to avoid speaking with R., it Is equally
plausible the perceived order was insufficiently clear for Stigall to have reasonably
understood it as such. Moreover, during hearing, Carter, was unsure such directive
was given to Stlgall. (See Carter cross-exam). Also. the portions of Exhibit 11 which the
Agency speclflcally Identified as evidence of such directive, (Agency closing
statement. regarding Exhibit 11 @ l 0:50-11 :20; and 15:05-16:30), contained only
Stigall's statements about an unrelated matter.
When directed to consider this rule in terms of Stigall's statement that a
candidate was too old, Willlamson agreed the statement violated the phrase "faillng
to do assigned work which the employee is capable of performing. He reasoned If
Stigall could make such a comment, it could taint his judgment and ability to select
an indivldual based on his ability to do the Job. This speculative assessment left it
unclear what work Stigall failed to accomplish by his statement. This claim, therefore,
remains unproven.
H

3. CSR 16-60 K. Failing to meet established standards of performance including either
qualitative or quantitative standards. When citing this subsection, a department or
agency must describe the specific standard(s) the employee has failed to meet.

The Agency's notice of disclpline cited the followlng standards
Performance Enhancement Plan 2013-2014
Supervisory Outcome 2:
Performs all administrative supervisory functions, including compliance with
Citywide time, pay and leave procedures (ex: prepares KRONOS timesheets for
each direct report).

The Agency advanced no evidence to support a violation of these functions.
STARS Values/Measurement Tools: Accountability and Service/Supervisor
Observations and Reports.
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Accountability and Ethics: Contributes to maintaining organizational integrity;
displays high standards of ethical conduct and understands the impact of
violating these standards on the organization, self, and others; is trustworthy.

The Agency claimed Stigall's "too old" comment violated this rule because It
was discriminatory and displayed poor ethlcal conduct. It is unclear how such
accusation violates these broad touchstones of behavior. No vlolatlon Is established.
Human Resources - Team Development
Encourage team and supervisor development through effective
communication, timely discipline, and mentoring.

The Agency's claim here was Stigall's failure to address Valenzuela's moving his
vehicle during work hours, and Stlgall's lack of communication with R. regarding her
possible transfer. (Agency closing statement). Stigall was unaware Valenzuela left
work to move his car, and therefore was not responsible for preventing that act.
However, Stigall became aware of Valenzuela's unannounced departure when
Valenzuela called to report his accident and Stigall filed a report. Stigall was aware
of Rios· prior directive on the subject. It was well-within Stlgall's supervisory authority
not to discipline Valenzuela. It remains unclear how Stigall failed to encourage team
and supervisor development under this rule, and accordingly no violation is
established.
Williamson claimed Stigall vlolated CSR 16-60 K. without specifying what
established standard was Implicated when Stigall wrote "well?" to a payroll
employee. (Williamson testimony) . The standards identified by the Agency's notice of
discipline do not appear to apply to Stlgall's comment or they apply so vaguely as to
be devoid of notice of wrongdoing. In re Mounjim, CSB 87-07, 7 (1 /8/09). Hearing
officers will not parse generic references in order to assist an agency to establish a
violation. In re Leslie, CSA 10-11 , 1 l (12/5/11); citing In re Valdez. CSA 90-09, 6 (3/1 / 10).
4. CSR 16-60 L Failure to observe written departmental or agency regulations, policies
or rules. When citing this subsection, a department or agency must cite the specific
regulation, policy or rule the employee has violated.
Fiscal Accountability Rules - l 0.13 Time and Attendance.
Every supervisor/manager shall review, reconcile (if necessary and available),
and approve each employee's tlmecard in Kronos by 10:00 a.m. on the
Monday following the end of the pay period. By approving the timecard the
supervisor/manager is attesting to the best of his/her knowledge that the
timecard is complete and accurate.
The supervisor/manager is responsible for submitting a Time & Attendance
change Form to the Controller's Office, Payroll Division to correct and/or
update an employee's timecard after the pay period ends.

Under this rule, the Agency claimed Stigall wrongfully approved Strasheim's
attendance when he approved approximately six4 sick-leave absences for doctor's
appointments without a doctor's certification, in violation of the Performance
Improvement Plan which Stigall Imposed on Strasheim. The Agency also claimed
Stlgall Improperly approved Strashelm's absences or partlal absences on 38% of all
Fridays and holldays between July 2013 and July 2014. Additionally, Lemos testified
Stlgall failed to enforce a 2012 memorandum of understanding with Strasheim, (Exhibit
13), at least eight times5 to provide a doctor certification that the sick leave was
legltlmate. If Strasheim's absences were for legitimate medical reasons, and he had
sick leave In his leave bank, then the first claim cannot be proven.
Stigall accepted notes Strashelm provided which his doctor wrote on his
prescription pad. (Exhibits G-13 through G-17). Lemos testified the prescription pad
notes failed to comply with the form required first by Rios, (Exhibit 13). and reiterated
by Stigall, in Exhibit 18. (Lemos cross-exam; Exhibit 1-4). Lemos specified that although
the prescription notes from Strashelm's doctor contained all dates In question, they
failed to state the specific time Strashelm was seen, as required by Exhibit 18, even
though they compiled In all other respects. Upon adroit questioning by Stlgall's
representative, Lemos conceded that the allegedly correct form, Exhibit G-15, did not
contain a specific time, and did not provide a space for the doctor to supply the time
either. (Lemos cross-exam).
The Agency did not allege Stlgall failed to review. reconcile and approve
Strasheim's attendance records under the first clause of this fiscal accountability rule.
In addition. Stigall, by accepting Strashelm's doctor notes, was attesting to the
completeness of the accounting, thus no violation was established under this rule.
Moreover, when there is no legitimate reason for requiring strict compliance, then no
violation of a directive may be found for substantial compllance, as there was here.6
Stigall exchanged a series of emails with payroll technician Juanita Ramos which
failed to resolve the payroll issue concerning a subordinate. When Ramos suggested
a meeting, Stigall replied "well?" and Ramos' answered "well what?" (Stigall
testimony). Lemos determined Stigall's response was "disappointing" because it did
"nothing to contribute to the conversation or to move anything forward." Even
accepting Lemos' comments, his testimony does not establish that Stigall violated any
provision in this rule.
The Agency also alleged Stigall breached this rule when he approved
Valenzuela's time cord although Valenzuela had moved his car during work hours
without authorization, and was dealing with the aftermath of a car accident instead

• The Agem;y claimed 8 sid. lea\'e violations in cunjunctiun with Fridays nr holi(fays. hut its evidence show1..-d only 6 such
ahscnces.
' Sec footnote 4.
• In ad<lilion to the discussion regarding medical ahsences, both siJes While hoth sides referred to S1ig:1ll's approval ut'
Strashcim's rc4uc~t for vacation or sick lca,e Ill tcn<l m personal c1iurt appearances. The Agcncy <lid not appear lo claim 1hat
Stigall's acceptance of Strashcim's cuurl appearances as legilimatc :1hscnc1..'S violatcJ this rule. thus no further discussion ahout
it is warrnntcd.
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of working. Stigall's failure to correct Valenzuela's absence as unauthorized was an
acknowledged • oversight" in violation of Fiscal Accountability Rule 10.13.
Facilities Management Administrative Polices, revised February 2014.
Leave section ...
Supervisors shall grant leave on the basis of the work requirements of the
agency after conferring with employees and recognizing their wishes where
possible. You must coordinate your vacation leave requests in advance
through Kronos with your supervisor, manager, or director who will establish
vacation schedules that ensure staffing within the pattern or normal Davison
operations and CSR.

While the Agency alleged Stigall violated this rule when he granted leave to
Strasheim without considering the needs of the Agency, this Is a procedural rule
directed toward the employee seeking leave. It is not directed toward supervisors. No
violation Is found hereunder.
5. CSR 16-60 0. Failure to maintain satisfactory working relationships with co-workers,
other City employees, or the public.

The Agency alleged Stigall violated this rule by sending a one-word emall,
"well?" to payroll technician Ramos ofter an exchange of several emails was
unsuccessful in resolving a pay issue. Stigall denied he intended to be offensive. but
acknow1edged he was frustrated at the time. (Stigall testimony). Ramos did not
testify. There was no evidence suggesting she was offended by the emall or that her
working relationship with Stigall was negatively affected by his monosyllabic inquiry.
This allegation fails for lack of proof.
In testifying with respect to Strashelm's time off, Williamson testified:

As I'm looking at this now ... maybe the other nine (custodians) might look at
it as though, "well why is this individual off every Friday, or has so many
Fridays off, or maybe I wanted to take a Friday off and I couldn't." because
then you'd have two people off then, of course, that trickles back down and
somebody has to do not only their assigned area. but they have two other
areas that they have to do. so I could see how some of the other nine
employees, let's say, might feel like they weren't being treated falrly.
Speculation that someone might view on employee's actions negatively fails to
prove their relationship was damaged under this rule. Moreover, it is an Improper use
of the disciplinary process and a substantial violation of the employee·s due process
rights under the Rules. to speculate, for the first time at hearing. that the employee
violated a particular Career Service Rule. "The purpose of this (disciplinary) rule is to
establish a progressive discipline process that is governed by the principles of due
process.... (CSR 16 Purpose statement). "Before an employee with career status is .. .
given an involuntary temporary reduction in pay ... the appointing authority shall hold
a pre-disciplinary meeting." (CSR 16-40 A.)." (See also CSR 16-72 B.. C.).
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WIiiiamson also clalmed that "as I'm looking at this now,'' Stlgall violated this rule
when he allowed Strasheim to "have too much time off,H because other staff might
look at the time off as unfair to them. (Williamson testimony). There are at least two
problems with this conclusion. First as stated above, an agency may not claim that
conduct violates a certain rule for the first time at hearing. An employee Is entitled to
notice of the charges against him In order to prepare a defense. (In re Mounllm, CSB
87-07, 7 (1 /8/09)). Second, speculation that someone might view conduct as unfair,
or otherwise improper, falls to establlsh that a working relationship was damaged by
such conduct under this rule.

6. Agency's Discrimination Claims.
Proof of unlawful discrimination requires a showing that an employee has a
protected status, endured an adverse employment action, and the adverse action
was taken on account of the protected status. However, more than a speculative or
de minimus harm must be shown. Belgasem v. Water Plk Techs., Inc .. 457 F. Supp. 2d
1205, 1215 (D. Colo. 2006), citing Hillig v. Rumsfeld, 381 F.3d 1028, 1031 (10th Cir. 2004).
The adverse action must be "materially adverse# to the employee's Job status." Id. at
1033.
When questioned about Stigall's "too old" comment, (Exhibit 1-5; Exhibit 20),
Williamson testified the statement "could have been" age discrimination. (Williamson
testimony). The Career Service Disciplinary Rules specifically forbid discrimination,
including making derogatory statements based on age. CSR 16-60 R. However, prior
to Willlams' testimony at hearing, the Agency did not allege Stlgall's "too old#
comment to his supervisor violated that rule.
Moreover, the Agency did not present any evidence of the candidate's age,
nor that of the person who was eventually hired. Thus, to the extent the Agency
alleged age-based discrimination, no violation was established .
The Agency next cited its Exhibit 21, In which Stigall proposed candidates to fill a
newly-created custodial shift. The list Included R.. along with Stigall's side-note
c oncerning her medical condition. It was unclear if the Agency claimed Stigall thus
engaged in unlawful discrimination based on R's disability. If it did, the Agency failed
to prove such discrimination by a preponderance of the evidence for the following
reasons.
First, the Agency foiled to establish R. had a protected status. Stigall's reference
to R's medical condition in Exhibit 21, alone, is insufficient to establish or even Infer a
disablllty due to her condition. Williamson stated Stlgall considered R.'s FML status in
reassigning her. His determination of that conclusion was based on his understanding
o f a conversation between Stigall and R. in which R. stated If she were transferred she
may hove to use additional Family Medical Leave (FML). 7 (Williamson testimony).
That Is on insufficient basis to conclude Stigall, to any degree, based his reassignment
Famil\' lllld Me,lirnl

/,e1/l'e An.

229 U.S.C.A.

~

Ch. 28. et seq.
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of R. upon her FML status. Moreover, during cross-examination, when asked if he
believed Stigall used R.'s FML status as a reason to reassign her, Williamson
acknowledged "I can't soy that." (Williamson cross-exam).
Stigall testified credibly. He strongly objected to the Inference that he
reassigned R. In any port based on her medical status or dlsablllty. As affirmed by the
Agency's witnesses, he stated he reassigned R. based on her response of "whatever"
to his question whether she had a preference in assignments.
If any question remained concerning whether Stigall reassigned R. based upon
her FML or other protected status, R. definitively disavowed it. She testified with
certainty that her FML status had nothing to do with her transfer. Moreover, she did
not know who was responsible for her reassignment, and felt Stigall said nothing
improper when he approached her about her complaint. and even helped her to
return to the first shift. "I just felt that he was with me on this, you know." (R. testimony).
The other Agency discrimination claim was Stlgall's "too old" comment when
referring to a hiring candidate. The Agency produced no evidence of the
candidate's age. That omission alone defeats the Agency's remaining discrimination
claim. Moreover, the Agency failed to link the candidate's failure to be selected with
his age, or that Stlgall was responslble for, or Influential in, the selection.
V. DEGREE OF DISCIPLINE

The purpose of discipline is to correct Inappropriate behavior If possible.
Appointing authorities are directed by CSR 16-20 to consider the severity of the
offense, on employee's past record, and the penalty most likely to achieve
compliance with the rules. CSR § 16-20. Williamson assessed a 4.55% reduction in pay
of 13 pay periods against Stigall.

A. Seriousness of the proven offenses
The Agency's case was premised on seven discreet incidents of wrongdoing
alleged to have been committed by Stigall: 1. Stigall's "too old" remark ("too old"); 2.
failing to address Valenzuela's moving his car during work; 3. using FML as a
reassignment consideration; 4. disobeying a directive not to speak with R.; 5. failing to
address Strasheim's allegedly excessive leave; 6. Issuing a sloppy reprimand
document and; 7. Responding "well?" to Ramos ("well?"). Of those seven claims, the
Agency proved only two minor incidents: issuing a "show markup" version of a verbal
reprimand. and failing to address Valenzuela for moving his car during working hours.
Regarding the illegible verbal reprimand Stigall issued, In the absence of a
pattern of such careless proofreading, punishment for an occasional proofreading
error Is a misuse of the disciplinary process. Penalties should be reasonably related to
the seriousness of the offense. While it is proper for on agency to assess a single
penalty for several different violations, the inclusion of this exceedingly minor offense
suggests a gratuitous bolstering of the Agency's penalty assessment, and sets a poor
precedent for lowering the disciplinary bar. If allowed to stand, agencies could assess
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significant penalties for the most minor violations. That outcome is at odds with the
"reasonably related" language in the purpose of discipline under the Career Service
Rules. For that reason. I assign no weight to this violation In reviewing the propriety of
the agency's choice of disclpllne. 6
With respect to the Agency's allegation that Stlgall based R.'s transfer on
improper or Illegal considerations. R.• herself. disavowed such improper considerations
by Stigall.
B. Prior Record
In 2005 Stlgall received a written reprimand. In 2007 he was suspended, and was
suspended again in 2013. Also, In June 2013, he received a written reprimand.
In Stigall's disciplinary history, Willlomson perceived a pattern of Stigall not paying
attention to detail, being careless, and found Stigall hos tended to be more a friend
than a supervisor to his subordinates. The last accusation appears to be justified by
Stlgall's prior vlolatlons. In his 2007 and 2013 suspensions, Stigall regularly clocked In
and out for his non-exempt subordinates untll he ceased the practice when the 2013
dlsclpllnary action arose. He also allowed a subordinate Improperly to use a City
vehicle to commute. The Agency's 2013 notice of dlsclpllne acknowledged Stigall
hod corrected the deficiencies even before the date of discipline. {Exhibit 4-7).
The 2013 reprimand was assessed for accepting and using the logon and
password Information from his supervisor to process PEPRs and possibly for personal
use. {Exhibit 5-4). However. the reprimand acknowledged he used his Immediate
supervisor's computer logon and password In accordance with his second-level
supervisor's directive. (Exhibit 5-5).
C. Likelihood of Reform

The Agency claimed Stigall continues to have similar Issues despite counseling
and training. {Agy opening statement; Williamson testimony). Nonetheless, Carter
testified that, as of the hearing date, Stigall completed all reading and classes
required of him. (Carter cross-exam). This Indicates Stlgall's desire to comply with the
Agency's expectations.

D. Conclusions.
The wrongdoing proven by the Agency was minimal. The most serious violation
as alleged by the Agency was not proven. While the Agency claimed Stigall has
continued to account improperly for his subordinates' hours (Strasheim's time off), that
violation was not proven. Stigall has demonstrated he is capable to complying with
Agency directives and of engaging in lasting reform. Under these circumstances, the
Agency·s decision to reduce Stigall's pay by 4.5% for 13 pay periods is not within the
• Similarly. 1he Agency's daim that Stigall's response "Well'!" was a violation of workplace etiquette suggests an improper
use of the disciplinary process to augment the Agency's l'asc by including trivial incil.11:nts.
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range of alternatives available to a reasonable and prudent administrator and, as
such, was an arbitrary and capricious decision. For these reasons, only a nominal
penalty may be assessed. See In re Lacombe, CSB 10-14A (7 /16/ 15). 9

VI. ORDER
The involuntary reduction in pay of 4.55% for 13 pay periods, assessed against the
Appellant on January 16, 2015, Is MODIFIED to a written reprimand.

DONE September 28, 2013.
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Bruce A. Plotkin
Hearing Officer
Career Service Board

NOTICE OF RIGHT TO FILE PETITION FOR REVIEW
You may petition the Career Service Board for review of this decision, in
accordance with the requirements of CSR § 19-60 et seq., within fifteen
calendar days after the date of mailing of the Hearing Officer's decision, as
stated in the decision's certificate of delivery. The Career Service Rules are
available as a link at www.denvergov.org/csa.

All petitions for review must be filed with the:
Career Service Boord
c/o OHR Executive Director's Office
201 W. Colfax Avenue, Dept. 412, 4th Floor
Denver, CO 80202
FAX: 720-913-5720
EMAIL: CareerServiceBoardAppeals@denverqov .orq
AND
Career Service Hearing Office
201 W. Colfax, 1st Floor
Denver, CO 80202
FAX: 720-913-5995
EMAIL: CSAHearlnqs@denvergov.org.
AND
O pposing parties or their representatives, If any.

TI1c l:JCorn~ i:ase is ci1etl not for the proper degree or discipline. hut for the principles hchintl it. '
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